Molecular evolution and phylogeny of different human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIVl) strains, of a type 2 (HIV2) strain, and of two simian immunodeficiency viruses ( SIVAoM and SIV MAC) have been studied by comparing the nucleotide sequences of the two regions of their pol genes which encode the reverse transcriptase (RT) and endonuclease/integrase (EN). The analyses show that the different HIV 1 s form one cluster (HIV 1 group) and that the SIVs and HIV2 form another (HIV2 group). When the entire genomes of a HIVl, a HIV2, and the two SIVs were compared, the SIV AoM showed a unique pattern of mutation accumulations; that is, the SIVAoM has accumulated more nonsynonymous changes than synonymous changes in the RT and EN regions after its recent divergence from SIVMAc_142, and, furthermore, it has a deletion of -350 bp in the region between the pol and env genes. The SIVAoM was apparently derived from cell cultures infected with a macaque isolate, SIVMAc_2S 1 . The contamination provides an opportunity to measure the maximum rate of evolution in the SIV ARM by comparing its DNA sequence to those of SIVMA~_251 and SIVMAc_142. The analysis shows that the rates are given approximately by (1.95 + 1.37) X 10w3/site/year for one SIVAoM sequence and (5.18 f 2.25) X 10M3/site/year for another.
Introduction
Since 198 1, more than 70,000 cases of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) have been reported from more than 127 countries (Curran et al. 1988) , and approximately 150,000 cases of AIDS had probably occurred worldwide by the end of 1987 (Piot et al. 1988) . The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), the etiologic agent of AIDS, has the capacity of selectively infecting T4 cells and ultimately incapacitating the immune system (e.g., see Fauci 1988) . At present, between 1 and 2 million individuals in the United States and many more worldwide (Quinn et al. 1986 ) might be asymptomatically infected with HIV. AIDS has thus become a worldwide public health problem that will require a global approach for control.
The HIV type 1 (HIV 1) strains isolated in the United States, France, and central Africa and a newly described HIV type 2 ( HIV2 ) , HIV2RoD, from west Africa ( Guyader et al. 1987) have been shown to belong to the lentivirus subfamily rather than to the oncovirus subfamily (Chiu et al. 1985; Gonda et al. 1985; Sonigo et al. 1985; WainHobson et al. 1985; . The genetic diversity of the HIVls seems to have been generated within the past 20 years , and these in turn diverged from the central African HIV1 strains during the past 40-50 646 Yokoyama years ) . Furthermore, the HIV 1 s and HIV2RoD diverged >200 years ago (Yokoyama et al. 1988) .
In these studies, either the entire genomes of the HIV 1 strains only or the conserved reverse transcriptase (RT) and endonuclease/ integrase (EN) regions of lentivirus and oncovirus subfamilies (Yokoyama et al. , 1988 have been compared. Furthermore, these analyses do not include the simian immunodeficiency viruses ( SIVs) .
Recently, SIVAGM (or STLV-III AGM) (Franchini et al. 1987) and SIVMAC (or STLV-IIIMAo) (Chakrabarti et al. 1987 ) have been completely sequenced. It is now possible to study the evolutionary relationship of these SIVs to the HIVs and to study the pattern of nucleotide substitutions in the SIVs. In the present paper, molecular evolution and phylogeny of the SIV and HIV strains will be studied at two levels. First, the phylogenetic relationships and the processes of nucleotide substitutions will be elucidated by comparing the RT and EN regions of SIVAoM , SIVMAc, HIV2Rob, HIV 1 strains, and a visna lentivirus (VISNA) . Then, I will study the detailed process of mutation accumulations in the entire genomes of the two SIVs, HIV2RoD, and a representative HIV 1 strain.
Apparently, isolates referred to as SIV AoM (Franchini et al. 1987; Hirsch et al. 1987) are not authentic but were derived from a cell culture infected with a SIVMAC_251 strain (Kestler et al. 1988) . Thus, SIVAGM (Franchini et al. 1987; Hirsch et al. 1987 ) and SIV MAC (Chakrabarti et al. 1987 ) represent isolates from different macaques. It should be noted, however, that this unfortunate incident provides an opportunity to estimate the maximum rate of nucleotide substitution of a lentivirus.
Material and Methods

Nucleotide Sequence Data
For the comparison of the RT and EN regions, HIV 1 s used were BH 10 ( Ratner et al. 1985 ) isolated from the East Coast of the United States, ARV2 ( Sanchez-Pescador et al. 1985 ) in San Francisco, and LAV MAL and LAVELi ( Alizon et al. 1986 ) in central Africa. Other HIV1 strains exist, but these four strains represent the variability of this group well (e.g., see Yokoyama et al. 1988) . HIV2Ron (Guyader et al. 1987 ) was isolated in west Africa. Two simian viruses, SIV AGM (Franchini et al. 1987) and SIVMAC (Chakrabarti et al. 1987) , were completely characterized most recently. Although the SIVAGM was derived from SIV MAC_251 (Restler et al. 1988) , I shall continue to use the term SIVAoM . Furthermore, HIV2 ROD will be denoted simply as HIV2 in the folIowing. VISNA was also added in the analyses as the outgroup. When HIV1 strains are taken as references, the RT is encoded by codons 188-405 in the pal gene, and the EN is encoded by codons 728-898 in the env gene. The maximum numbers of nucleotide sites compared for the RT and EN regions were 663 and 588, respectively.
The comparisons of the entire genomes were done by using BH 10, SIVAoM, SIVMAC, and HIV2. With the notation of Chakrabarti et al. ( 1987) ) 11 genes (or open reading frames) may be distinguished in these retroviral genomes: those coding for gug(l,569bpforHIV2);poZ(3,108bp);Q(645);X(339bp);R(315bp);tatl(69 bp); art1 (297 bp); env (2,574 bp); tat2 (93 bp); art2 (228 bp); and F (768 bp).
Alignments of the nucleotides of these genes were done visually. Alignment of the four env genes is due to the efforts of Chakrabarti et al. (1987) . (Jukes and Cantor 1969) . Values of d were also computed by using other formulas (Kimura 198 1; Takahata and Kimura 198 1; Gojobori et al. 1982) .
Synonymous and Nonsynonymous Changes
The numbers of synonymous (d,) and nonsynonymous (d,) substitutions were estimated by using the methods of Miyata and Yasunaga ( 1980) and Nei and Gojobori ( 1986) . The former method uses unequal weights for intermediate evolutionary pathways between a given pair of codons compared, whereas the latter method uses equal weights.
Construction of a Phylogenetic Tree
In constructing the phylogenetic tree of the different viruses, both the neighborjoining (NJ) method (Saitou and Nei 1987 ) and the unweighted pair-group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA; Nei 1987, pp. 293-298) were used. The principle of the former method is to sequentially find neighbors (pair of sequences) that minimize the total branch length of the tree, whereas the latter constructs a tree with expected branch lengths.
Results
Comparisons of the RT and EN regions
Number of Nucleotide Substitutions
Most d values at the RT and EN regions are similar, but those between HIV1 and VISNA (0.95-l. lo), between HIV2 and VISNA (0.89), and between SIV and VISNA (0.88-0.90) at the EN region are larger than the corresponding values-0. 55-0.57, 0.59, and 0.65-0.69-at the RT region ( 0.46) and between HIV1 and SIV (0.46-0.49), and that between VISNA and another strain ranges from 0.70 to 0.77 (table 2) .
Number of Nonsynonymous Substitutions
Natural selection acts through phenotypes, and therefore it is expected that synonymous changes in proteins are much less subject to selection than are nonsynonymous changes. Since the methods of Miyata and Yasunaga (1980) and Nei and Gojobori (1986) gave similar results, the values obtained from the former method were used in the analyses. In these estimation methods, the proportion of synonymous (ps) and nonsynonymous (p,) substitutions should be ~0.75. However, pS values are larger than or close to 0.75 for the comparisons including SIVMMAc and SIVAoM , except those among SIVAGM , SIVMAC, and HIV2. Under such conditions, the nucleotide changes are mostly due to multiple substitution and evolutionary analyses become less meaningful compared with those with small p values. Thus, the analyses for the synonymous changes of the latter three strains will be deferred to a later section.
The d, values at the RT and EN regions are similar, but those in the comparisons involving VISNA (0.68-0.78 ) at the EN region are higher than those at the RT region (0.40-0.46) (table 3) .
When the RT and EN regions are combined, the d, values within HIV 1 s (0.0 l-0.03) and within SIVs (0.04) are small and similar (table 2) . Furthermore, those between HIV2 and SIV (0.06-0.09) are less than half of those between HIV1 and HIV2 (0.28-0.29) and between HIV1 and SIV (0.29-0.31).
A Phylogenetic Tree
Evolutionary trees were constructed by using the d and d, values separately for the RT region, for the EN region, and for the RT and EN regions combined. The phylogenetic trees constructed give consistent relationships among the HIV 1, HIV2, SIV, and VISNA strains. A representative tree topology obtained by the NJ method with the combined data set for the RT and EN regions is shown in figures 1 and 2. In figure 1 all nucleotide substitutions are considered, but only nonsynonymous changes are considered in figure 2. From these, it is clear that BH 10, ARV2, LAVELI, and LAVMAL form one cluster (HIV 1 group) and that SIVAGM , SIVMAC, and HIV2 form another (HIV2 group).
In the HIV 1 group, BH 10 and ARV2 are most closely related; their common ancestor diverged from the ancestor of LAV ELI, and their common ancestor diverged from the ancestor of LAV MAL before that. In the HIV2 group, the two strains SIVAoM and SIVMAc isolated from macaques are most closely related and their common ancestor diverged from the ancestor of HIV2 before that. VISNA is most distantly related to these seven strains. This tree topology is consistent with that constructed without the two SIV strains (Yokoyama et al. 1988) .
Branch Lengths of the Evolutionary Tree
The NJ method gives unrooted trees, and neither the branch length from the common ancestor of the eight strains (say A) to the common ancestor of the HIVs and SIVs (say B) nor that from A to VISNA can be determined separately (see fig.  1 ). These two estimates in figures 1 and 2 were obtained by assuming that the lengths from A to VISNA and from A to HIVs and SIVs are the same. Under this assumption, the numbers of nucleotide substitutions in the HIV1 and HIV2 groups after their divergence are about half ( fig. 1 ) or less than half ( fig. 2 ) of that at the branch between their common ancestor and the ancestor of VISNA.
When all nucleotide substitutions are considered, the branch lengths from B to BH 10, ARV2, LAVEL~, LAVMAL, SIVAoM, SIVMA~, and HIV2 are 0.22, 0.23, 0.22, 0.23, 0.26, 0.24, and 0.22, respectively (fig. 1 ). When only the nonsynonymous substitutions are considered, the respective branch lengths become more uniform and are 0.14, 0.14, 0.14, 0.14, 0.16, 0.14, and 0.14 ( fig. 2) .
For all nucleotide substitutions the branch length from the common ancestor E to SIVAoM and that to SIV MAc are 0.04 + 0.006 and 0.02 If: 0.004, respectively (fig. l), whereas the respective values for nonsynonymous substitutions are 0.03 + 0.006 and 0.01 f 0.003, respectively ( fig. 2) . The respective differences in the two lengths between the two branches are statistically significant (both with P < 0.0 1). Thus, SIVAoM is changing more rapidly than SIVMA~ after their divergence.
Comparison of the Entire HIV and SIV Genomes
With the insertions and deletions excluded, the values of p of all nucleotide differences for the entire genome among HIV2, SIVAoM, SIVMAc, and BH 10 were computed (table 4) R, tatl, and art1 seem to show medium p values. The first half of the genome generally has a smaller p value than the middle, whereas the second half has a larger p value than the middle (table 4).
Synonymous and Nonsynonymous Changes
The ps and pn values estimated by the method of Miyata and Yasunaga (1980) are given in 
Branch Lengths of the Evolutionary Tree
By using figures 1 and 2, let us denote the lengths of the branches between E and SIVAoM, between E and SIV MAC, between the nodes D and E, and between D and HIV2 by a, b, c, and d, respectively. These lengths were estimated by using the d values obtained by the method of Jukes and Cantor ( 1969) (table 6) ) where, to reduce the SE, genes X, R, tatl, and art1 are combined as one group and tat2, art2, and F are combined as another. Table 6 shows that mutations accumulated at variable rates for different genes. Each branch length is generally longer in the second half of the genome than in the first half, and those at branch a are almost always longer than those for the homologous genes at branch b. The differences in the branch lengths between the corresponding gag (P < O.OS), pal (P < O.Ol), Q (P < O.Ol), and env (P < 0.01) genes are all statistically significant. When the entire genomes are considered, branch a (0.03 f 0.002) is significantly longer than branch b (0.02 f 0.00 1) (P < 0.0 1).
For the entire genome, the lengths of the branches between the common ancestor D and SIVA~M (a + c), between D and SIV MAC (b + c), and between D and HIV2 (d ) are given by 0.15 + 0.004,O. 14 f 0.004, and 0.12 + 0.004, respectively. Differences in the lengths between the first and third values (P < 0.01) and between the second and third values (P < 0.01) are statistically significant. Thus, when all nucleotide substitutions are considered, the genome of SIV AoM is changing most rapidly, followed by SIVMAc and HIV2, in that order.
With HIV2 used as the outgroup, the lengths measured by d, and d, for the branches a and b have been obtained (table 7) . Within each of the two branches, d, values are larger than d, values most of the time, except for the gag and env genes in the SIVMAc, which are not statistically significant. The differences are statistically significant for the gag and X -art1 genes at branch a and for the pal and X -art1 genes at branch b. When the entire genome is considered, d, is significantly larger than d, at both branches. Table 7 shows that the d, values at branch a are always larger than those at branch b. When all genes are combined, the d, value at branch a (0.03 + 0.002) is significantly larger than that at branch b (0.01 + 0.001). The d, values at branch a are also larger than those at branch b, with the one exception of the pal genes. Significant differences have been detected for the gag, pal, and env genes. For the gag and env genes the d, values are larger for branch a than for branch b, but the opposite is true for the pol gene. When all the genes are combined, the d, values at branches a and b A larger number of nonsynonymous changes in the RT and EN regions indicates that no functional constraint is attached to the nucleotide substitution in that portion of the SIVAoM genome. This may imply that these substitutions are related to the functional differentiation of SIV AoM in the cell culture after its divergence from SIVMAC . Thus, it is of interest. to study further the types of amino acid changes in the RT and EN regions in SIVAoM and SIV MAC. Amino acids at the polymorphic sites of the two SIVs are shown in table 8. The direction of amino acid substitution can be easily determined by considering the topology of figures 1 and 2. For example, amino acids at the 56th residue in the RT region of SIV AoM , SIVMAc, HIV2, and BII 10 are his, asp, asp, and asp, respectively. Thus, it is most likely that amino acid substitution from asp to his occurred in SIVAoM. Table 8 shows that nine substitutions in SIV AoM and two substitutions in SIVMAc occurred in the RT region. It is interesting that eight amino acids between residues 66 and 73 are all changed only in SIV AoM. Directions of amino acid substitutions at the residues 13, 125, and 126 of the EN region cannot be definitely determined, but those for the other substitutions are clear-cut. In the EN region, 11 and two substitutions can be identified in SIVAoM and SIV MAC, respectively. There seem to be two clusters of amino acid changes, one between the residues 86 and 104 and another between 118 and 128.
Maximum Evolutionary Rate of the SIV
As already noted, Kestler et al. ( 1988) provided strong evidence that isolates previously referred to as SIV AoM (Franchini et al. 1987; Hirsch et al. 1987) of African green monkeys and HTLV-IV (Hirsch et al. 1987 ) of human are not authentic but were derived from cell cultures infected with a macaque isolate, SIVMAo_251. This unfortunate incident provides an opportunity to evaluate the rate of nucleotide substitution for a lentivirus. The evolutionary rates can be estimated by comparing the partial nucleotide sequences in the env genes of SIV MAC-251 (Kestler et al. 1988), SIVAoM, and SIVMAc_142 (Chakrabarti et al. 1987 ) , where MAC-142 and MAC-25 1 denote different macaques. Let d 251 AGM, _ d251_142, and dAoM_142 be the total numbers of nucleotide substitutions per site between SIVMAC_251 and SIVAoM, between SIV&.rAc_ZS I and SIVMAc_142, and between SIVAoM and SIV MAC_142, respectively. Furthermore, let K be the number of nucleotide substitutions per site in the SIVAoM after it diverged from the SIVMAc_25 1 . Since SIVMAc_2S I and SIV AoM are most closely related among the three viruses (figs. 1, 2), the K value can be obtained by K = ( ~~~I_AGM + d AGM_142 -d 251_142)/2. The coculture of authentic SIV AoM and HUT-78 cells may have been contaminated by SIV MAc_251 as early as the end of 1984 (Kestler et al. 1988 ). Thus, the DNA sequences of SIVAoM should reflect -2 years of mutation accumulation. Then, the rate (k) of nucleotide substitution per site per year in the SIVAoM is given approximately by K/ 2.
It should be cautioned, however, that differences in the cloned DNA sequences do not necessarily represent nucleotide substitutions as described but may also reflect heterogeneity originally present in the uncloned virus stock in HUT-78 cells (e.g., see Hahn et al. 1986 ). Thus, 2 years may underestimate the actual divergence time of the cloned DNAs, and therefore the estimate k may be regarded as the maximum evolutionary rate of the SIVs.
After the total 1,035 bp at the env genes of SIVAoM (Franchini et al. 1987 ), SIVMAc_ZS 1 (Kestler et al. 1988) ) and SIV MAC (Chakrabarti et al. 1987) were aligned, the p between the homologous sequences was computed (table 9 ) . From this p the corresponding d value was again estimated by the method of Jukes and Cantor ( 1969 ) .
The k values at the first, second, and third positions of codons are estimated to be (2.93 f 2.93) X 10m3, (1.45 f 2.05) X 10m3, and (1.5 1 + 2.09) X 10e3, respectively. The rate for all positions of codons is ( 1.95 f 1.37 ) X 10b3. For another set of sequence data of SIV AGM (Hirsch et al. 1987 ) , a set that was also derived from SIVM,+~_~S I, the k values are given by (1.45 + 2.05) X 10m3, (8.25 + 4.93) X 10m3, (6.06 f 4.22) X 10m3, and ( 5.18 + 2.25) X 10m3 for the first, second, third, and all positions of codons, respectively.
These rates of nucleotide substitution are close to those of oncogenes Yokoyama 1985, 1987) . The analysis shows that the evolutionary rates of both oncovirus and lentivirus genomes are about the same and that both of the latter are evolving about a million times faster than DNA genomes.
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Discussion
Phylogenetic analyses show that the HIV 1 strains and SIVAGM, SIVMVIAC, and HIV2 strains can be differentiated into two groups. This result is consistent with serologic data, where HIV2 shares more common epitopes with SIVAoM (Kanki et al. 1986) or SIV MAc (Daniel et al. 1985) than with HIV1 strains (see also Guyader et al. 1987) .
We have seen that the RT and EN regions of the SIVAoM evolved differently from those of other retroviruses, in that it has accumulated more nonsynonymous changes than synonymous changes in the RT and EN regions. Furthermore, the SIVAdM has a deletion of -350 nucleotides in the central region between the pal and env genes (see also Franchini et al. 1987) . Thus, the SIV AGM seems to be changing very differently from other HIV and SIV MAC strains, both qualitatively and quantitatively. The biological implications of the unique mode of mutation accumulation remain to be evaluated. Fisher et al. ( 1986) constructed an HIV1 variant by excising a segment of -200 bp in the 3' region of the virus, spanning the env and F genes. Apparently, this variant replicates but does not kill normal human T cells in vitro. Similar experiments using the strain SIV AGM cloned by Franchini et al. ( 1987) may turn out to be informative concerning the pathogenicity of the HIVs because of its unique mutation accumulation in the RT and EN regions.
If we exclude the SIV AoM because of its unique evolutionary pattern, the total branch lengths from the common ancestor B to the different strains are virtually identical and 0.14 for nonsynonymous changes, showing the homogeneous rate through time ( fig. 2) . For viral oncogenes, the average value of the rates of nonsynonymous substitutions is 0.48 X 10d3/site/year Yokoyama 1985, 1987) . Using the value 0.5 X 10 -3 and the branch lengths in figure 2, we can estimate rough divergence times of HIVl, HIV2, and SIV strains. The lengths of the branches B (HIVls, HIV2, and SIVs), C (HIVls), D (HIV2), and E (SIVMAc) are 0.14, 0.01, 0.03, and 0.01, respectively. When these values are divided by 0.5 X 10e3, the divergence times of the nodes B, C, D, and E in figures 1 and 2 are 280,20,60, and 20 years, respectively. The divergence times of the nodes B and C agree with those obtained elsewhere Yokoyama et al. 1988) . These results strongly suggest that the hypothesis that AIDS emerged as a new disease in recent decades (e.g., see Kanki et al. 1985) does not seem to hold any more.
